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BORDISM OF MANIFOLDS WITH ORIENTED BOUNDARIES

G. E. MITCHELL

ABSTRACT.  A bordism theory is defined for manifolds with oriented

boundaries.  The relation of this theory with the ordinary bordism theories

is shown.   These bordism classes are then characterized via characteristic

numbers.

1. Introduction.   In [10] Thom defined the oriented and unoriented bordism

rings  (ß^° and ß°,  respectively) which classify oriented and unoriented com-

pact manifolds without boundary. Conner and Floyd [4] and Atiyah [l] used

Thorn's ideas to develop generalized homology theories based on oriented

and unoriented manifolds.  In §2 the geometric approach of Conner and Floyd

is used to define a bordism theory for manifolds with oriented boundaries.

Geometric constructions are given in §3 which relate this bordism theory to

the ordinary oriented theory.  In §4 a characteristic number classification of

the bordism classes is given. Finally a remark is made concerning the homo-

topy interpretation of this bordism theory.

2. The (0, S0)-bordism theory.   Consider the  collection of pairs

(Mn, dM") consisting of a compact 72-manifold M" with an oriented boundary

dMn.  iM", dM") is said to bord if there exists an  (72 + 1)-manifold  W"+1 with

boundary  dWn+1' such that:

(i) M" C (5W" + 1   as a regular submanifold, and

(ii) dW"      - int M"  is oriented in such a way that it induces the given

orientation on  dM". We say that  (tMq, <9Mq) is bordant to  ÍM", dM") provided

the disjoint union ÍMnQ U M", dM" U -dM") bords. The standard methods [4],

[6], [10] can be used to show that bordant is an equivalence relation in the

class of all pairs  ÍM", dM").  Let  lM", dM"] denote the equivalence class of

ÍM", dM") and let ß   '       denote the set of all such equivalence classes. As

usual ß  •       forms an abelian group under the operation of disjoint union and

ß#     becomes an ß^   -module under cartesian product.
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The bordism groups  ß   '       are related to the ordinary oriented and un-

oriented bordism groups by the exact sequence

(2.1)      -, qSO _ no J_^   o,so _±» Qso     '   Q°     _ ....
72 72 72 72-1 ™_1

The homomorphisms   i,  d and  r are defined by

jilM"L)=lM",0],       dilM",dM"])=ldMn]    and    rilv"'1]) = [V*"1],-

(The subscript 2 is used to denote an unoriented bordism class.)   This exact

sequenc

phisms

SO so
sequence gives rise to the exact triangle of ß^   -modules and  ß^   -homomor

(2.2)

üo,so

where  d has degree —1.

Using the exact sequence (2.1) and facts from [7], [8], [10], [11] we see

that

(2.3) ß°'*0^ß°/imr  ®20SO,,
72 72 77 —I

where the elements from ß /im r are all of order 2 and  2ß     ,   is free abelian,
72 77-1

Geometrically the elements of the free part of ß„'       may be represented by

pairs of the form (/ x V7"-1, 1 x Vn~l U 0 x V""1), where  V"'1  is an oriented

manifold and the elements of the torsion part can be represented by closed

manifolds whose  mod 2  bordism class contains no oriented manifolds.

An (0, SO)-pair is a pair  (M", Bn~ ) consisting of an 72-manifold  M"

with boundary  dM"  and an oriented regular submanifold  B"~   C dM".  For a

pair of spaces   (X, A) a singular (O, SO)-pair in  (X,A) is a pair (Mn,B"~l; [)

consisting of an (O, SO)-pair  (Mn, B  " ) and a map / : M" —> X  such that

f(dM" - int B"-1) C A.  If A = 0, it is assumed that B*-1 = dM".

A singular (O, SCO-pair (Mn, Bn-1; /) bords if there exists an (O, SO)-
+1

pair (Wn     , Q") and a map F : W"   x — X such that

(i) Mn C d\Vn      as a regular submanifold,

(ii) Bn~   C <92"  as a regular submanifold with the orientation on  dQ" in-

ducing the given orientation of  B   " ,
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(iii) Q" Pi M" = Bn_1  and  Q" U M"  is a regular submanifold of  dW"+1,

and

(iv) F/M" = /,  and  F(dW"+l - int (Mn U Q")) C A.

Two singular (O, SO)-pairs  (m"q, B^-.fJ and (M^, B""1;/^ in (X, A) are

bordant if their disjoint union (M* U M", B"QU -B"~l; fQ U / ) bords. Again

the standard arguments can be used to show that this bordism relation is an

equivalence relation,  [m", B"-1; /] will denote the class of  (M", B"-1; /),

and Q,°'S0(X, A) denotes the set of equivalence classes.  Q,°'SO(X, A) be-
72 72

comes an abe lian group under the operation of disjoint union and  ß   *     (X,A)

becomes an ß^   -module under cartesian product.

Any map h : (X, A) — (X1, A1)  induces a homomorphism h^: fl°,50(X, A)
-ß°-so(X1, A1)

72 ' '

defined by h^ilM", B*-1; /]) = [Mn, B*-1; h o /].  h^ is in fact an ß*°-homo-

morphism.

Define the boundary homomorphism

d:Ü°n'SO(X,A)^Ü0Jx°(A)

by dilMn, B"'1]) = IdM" - int(Bn_1), dB7"1; fl], where fl  is the restriction

of / to dM" - int(B"-1).

The techniques of [4] can now be used to prove

Theorem 1.  !ß°'SO( ), h, d\  is a generalized homology theory on the

category of pairs of spaces.   The coefficient group ß° ■     (pt) = ß°'     .

The bordism groups ß  '     (X, A) ate related to the ordinary oriented and

unoriented bordism groups of the pair (X, A) by the exact sequence

(2.4)      ... -^ ß*°(X, A) -U0°(X, A)

^ß°'50(X,A)-^ß^1(X,/l) ^ ...,

where   i, j and d ate given by

i(lMn-, /]) = DM"; /]2>     mn; f\) - [M",0; f]

and

-3([M",B"-1;/])=[B"-1;//B""1].

This sequence can be arranged in an exact triangle
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ß*°(X,A)-Í--ß°(X,A)

ß°'SO(X,A)

of ß+   -modules and  ß^   -homomorphisms.

3. A geometric construction.   In [9] Stong constructed an isomorphisr

(3-D A : ß°'50_EUß*°,(/<P(oo)).

Since üSOÁRP(oo)) ^nS0,  © ß°   , [3], it follows that
72-1 72-1 72-2 '

(3.2) no,so so e 0o [9l
n 72-1 77-2

We now extend the isomorphism (3.1) to pairs of spaces  (X, A).

Let IM", B"'1; f] € ß°,S0(X, A) and let En be the orientation double

covering of Mn. Then there is an equivariant differentiable map g : (T, E")

—* (A, S   ) (N large) which is /-regular on S and such that g(Bn~ ) =

(0, ... , 0, 1) and g^B"'1) = (0, • • • , 0, -1). (Here   B72-1
u •B*"1 CE" is

that part of the orientation double covering above  B"      C Mn.) Set  N. =

g"l(SN~l). Then N"~l = N" ~l/T is an oriented submanifold of M". Define

A([M",B"-1;/])=[N"-1,/1xg1J

where fl = f/N"'1 and g 1 is the composition A/"-1 -» 8RPÍN -l)C RP(°o)

and g is the map of quotients induced by g. Well-known arguments [4], [12]

can now be used to show that

Theorem 2.   A  is a well-defined isomorphism of degree —1   of the homo-

logy theory \Q,°'S°iX, A), f^, d\ to the homology theory {Q£°((X,A) xRPi<*>)),

if x i°%» ^ !  on the category of OW-pairs  (X, A).

4. Characteristic numbers.  If y    and y    denote universal 0(72)- and
' n ' n

SOin)-bundles with 72-cell as fiber and CW base space, there is an Oin)-bun-

dle map v : y —»y which is cellular on the base spaces. By using the map-

ping cylinder of the map of base spaces  v : BSOin) —> BOin), one can view
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BSOin) as a subcomplex of BOin).  By taking induced bundles one can view

the universal c0(?2)-bundle as the restriction of the universal  0(72)-bundle to

BSO(n) C BO(n). Furthermore, if (Mn, dM") is an (0, SO)-manifold, there is

a unique classifying map /: (Mn, dMn) —> iBOin), BSOin)).  Let fx : M" —*

BO(n) and f2 : dM" —> BSO(n) be the maps defined by /.

From known facts concerning the  mod 2 cohomology of BSO(n) and

BO(n) [2],  it is easily shown that H*(BO(n), BSO(n); Z2) is isomorphic to

the ideal in H (BO(n); Z ) generated by W . The Stiefel-Whitney classes

w., • - • , w    of the  (0, cO)-manifold  ÍM", dM") ate defined as follows:

Let /: (AT, dM") —> (B0(t2), BSOin)) be the unique classifying map

given above. Define  w. - f (W.), where

/*: Hl(BO(n), BSO(n); Z2) -* Hl(M", dM"; Z2)

and define w. = f*(W.) fot 2<i<n, where f* : H\B0(n); Z,,)—W£(Af; Z.,).

The Whitney numbers for an  (0, SO)-manifold  (Mn, dM") are defined

using the cup product pairing

H*(M", dM"; Z2) © H*(Mn; Z2) — H*(m", dM"; Zj).

If  (z, j • • • % i ) is a partition such that  i. + 2z    + • • • + ni   - n, then the cup
1 .     n 7 l¿ n

product w '1 • ... • w£ is in Hn(Mn, dMn; Z2) and the Whitney number corre-

sponding to the partition (i. > • • • , i ) is defined to be the Kronecker product

(t^,1!^,2 • ... • w ", o ), where   o    is the fundamental cycle in  H ÍM",dM";ZA.x12 7272' 72 ' 72'2

Theorem 3.   // ÍM", dM") bords in ß   '      ,  then all the Whitney numbers

of ÍM", dM") involving wx  are zero and all the Pontrjagin numbers of dM"

are zero.

Proof.  Since  [AT, dMn] = 0 in   ß°,S°, we have by (2.1) that  ldMn] = 0

in ß °.. Hence all the Pontrjagin numbers of dM" ate zero [11].

Since  (M", dM") bords there is a manifold  Wn+1   such that  M" C dW"+1

and dW       — int M    is oriented in such a way that it induces the given orien-

tation on  M".  Let w,, ••• , w    be the Stiefel-Whitney classes of  (M*   dM"),
1 72 ' • '

and let w, , • ■ • , w  , w\. be the Stiefel-Whitney classes of (W"+1, dW"+1 - int M").

The inclusion map

j°i:(M",dM") ■i~*,(Wn+1,Wn+1-mtMn) -^ iWn+1, dW"+1 - int Al")
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has  (/ o i)*(w!) = w,   tot 1 < k < 72.   Let o   £ H (M", dM"; ZA and a1 ., £
' k k —        — 77 72 72 n+I

H   ,.(W"+1, dW"+1; ZA) be the fundamental cycles.  From the exact sequence

of the triple  (W"+1, dW"+1, dW"+1 - int M"), it follows that  if dio1 ,.,)- a .r ' * 72+1 7Z

Then

<»11' • • • • wn> °J = < ";*K¿1)- • • • •«£). i^Ä«i+1»

=(02*-i2Yv;i----<"),oin+i)

=  0,    since ¿5/   = 0.

Hence all the Whitney numbers of  ÍN", dMn) ate zero, and the proof is com-

plete.

The following is an immediate consequence of this theorem.

Corollary 1.   // (Ai", dAl") is bordant to (Al", dM"), then the Whitney num-

bers of (Al", dM") and (AI", dAl?) involving  W.   are equal and the Pontrjagin

numbers of dM"  and dM" are equal.

Note that if a class in  ß   '       is represented by a manifold without

boundary, then the Whitney numbers turn out to be the ordinary Whitney num-

bers.

Theorem 4„  If (Al", dAl") is an (0,SO)-manifold such that all the Whitney

numbers of (AI", dM") involving w    are zero and all the Pontrjagin numbers

of dM" are zero, then [M", dAl"] = 0 272 ß°,S0.

Proof.  Recall the exact sequence  fl° ->'* Ü°'S° ->a ßS°,. Since   dAl"* 72 72 72—1

is a boundary, all of its Whitney numbers are zero. Hence  [dAl"] = 0 in ß     ..

That is, d([Al", dAl"]) = [dAl"] = 0. By exactness there ex:sts  N" such that

Ui[N"]2) = IN", 0] = lM", dM"].  By Corollary 1 the Whitney numbers of (/V",0)

involving w.   ate all zero.  But the Whitney numbers of  ÍN", 0) ate the same

as those of  A/".  Hence the.class   [A/"],  in ß    contains an oriented manifold;

that is,  lN"]2  is in im r = ker ;#. It follows that /+([N"]2) =0= [Al", dAl"]

and the theorem is proven.

The following corollary is immediate.

Corollary 2. (AfJ, dAl") is bordant to (M", dM") if and only if the Whitney

numbers of (Al", dM".)  involving  wx  are equal to those of (Al", dAl~) and the
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Pontrjagin numbers of dM"  equal those of dM".

5. Concluding remarks.   If the Thorn spectrum  MSO is viewed as a sub-

spectrum of  A10, then, as in [5], we may consider the. quotient spectrum

MO/MSO.  The techniques of [4, §11] can be used to prove that there  is

an isomorphism ß°,SO(X, A) —> U^dX, A) A MO/MSO) of homology theories

over the category of CW pairs   (X, A).
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